
score Your owN wiNNiNg fielD goAl with 
this high-flYiNg experimeNt. put Your scieNce, 
techNologY, eNgiNeeriNg AND mAth skills to the 
test AND creAte A cAtApult to see how fAr You cAN 
lAuNch A miNi footbAll.

InstructIons
1.   Colour your wooden sticks with paint or marker and let dry.

2.   Take 8 small sticks and stack them on top of each other. Wrap a rubber band around one end 
of your stack. 

3.   Slide 1 large stick to the middle of the stack between the bottom two sticks. This is the base of 
your catapult. Wrap a rubber band around the other end of the stack. 

4.   Take the remaining large stick and place it on top of the stack so it lines up with the other 
large stick. The stick on top is your launcher. Wrap a rubber band around the short end of the 
two large sticks to hold them together. 

5.   Wrap one rubber band around the middle of the big stack and the two large sticks, and then 
the other rubber band, making an X. 

6.   Slide the plastic spoon under the X and secure the base of the  
spoon to the launcher with another band. 

7.  Decorate.

8.   Place a launch item on the spoon. Pull the spoon down and release! 

Goal Post

1.  Colour your sticks with paint or marker.

2.   Use 2 sticks to make a capital “T”. Glue them together where they touch.

3.   Attach the remaining sticks to each end of the “T” and glue. 

4.   Have someone hold the goal post while you launch or stick it into clay.

How It works
When you pull the launcher down, it stretches the rubber band. The band is  
loaded with stored energy called potential energy (that springy-ness you feel as you hold the 
launcher down). Let go and the catapult changes the potential energy into motion called kinetic 
energy and transfers it to your launch object. How far your object flies depends on its weight 
and size, as well as how much potential energy is stored before launch.  

Using more advanced science and technology, engineers at SRC design and build machines and 
tools for industry that generate electricity from the sun and wind, find tiny diamonds in giant 
piles of rock and extract oil from below ground.

    Disclaimer: Never aim your catapult at people or pets. While every reasonable effort is made to provide 
experiments that are safe, adult supervision is recommended at all times when experiments are performed. Safety 
gear, such as gloves and glasses, may be required.

IngredIents
cataPult

   10 wooden craft sticks  
– 2 large and 8 small

   6 rubber bands

   Plastic spoon

   Paint, markers, googly eyes, 
sparkles, etc.

   Things to launch:  
Mini footballs, erasers, 
pompoms, mini 
marshmallows, coins, 
buttons 

oPtional Goal Post 

   4 small wooden  
craft sticks

   White or hot glue

   Modelling clay

Try more experiments at src.sk.ca/beascientist


